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In order to ensure that your stay on Hacienda Riquelme Golf Resort is an enjoyable one, we 

ask you to have consideration to other guests and owners, some of whom are permanent 

residents, who share our facilities with you. You probably would not like living next door to 

a party animal at home, so please have consideration to your neighbours on our resort. 

The resort is patrolled regularly by our own security staff, day and night. But, it is your 

responsibility to look after your own belongings. Security can call in the Police for parking 

offences, bad behaviour, poor driving, high noise levels etc. The Police can fine you on the 

spot, even on the resort. If you identify inappropriate behaviour, please phone security on 

0034 968 032 039 from your mobile or 2039 from your internal phone.  

Please read the safety board displayed at each swimming pool, as lifeguards are never in 

attendance. Adults should accompany, and will be responsible for, their child’s safety, so 

please do not let them enter the pool unsupervised. Please always close the gate on 

entering or leaving. 

Voices and music can travel long distances on our resort, particularly in the evenings, so 

please keep noise levels down within buildings and your apartment. Scraping chairs, closing 

doors and high heels cause noise throughout the building, so please be considerate to other 

occupants in your building at all times. 

Spanish law dictates that all dogs should be micro-chipped and registered. If yours is not, 

you will need to take it to a vet to carry out this process. Constantly barking dogs are a 

nuisance, so please do not leave your dog unattended for long periods. Dogs must be kept 

on a lead at all times, whether it is in the buildings, garages, gardens, roadways or paths. 

Their mess must be bagged up and placed into bins around the resort. We have a feral cat 

population on our resort. They are wild and not domesticated, so should not be fed under 

any circumstances, however cute they might look. Volunteers feed them at designated 

feeding stations.  

We are very grateful to you for your consideration and co-operation and wish you a very 

pleasant stay on Hacienda Riquelme Golf Resort. 
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